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ABSTRACT 

It has been shown that the perturbation caused by the introduction 
of a metallic rod into a cylindrical cavity operating in the companion 
modes TEo", - TMlln produces different amounts of changes in the Q 
and the resonant frequencies for the two modes. The effect of increasing 
the radius and the: depth of insertion of the rod on the Q and the changes 
in the resonant freqnencies has been discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The paper presents the results of a theoretical investigation into some 
of the effects of perturbation on the characteristics of cylindrical cavities 
that are under construction in this laboratory. If a micro-wave cavity 
operates 'in a non-degenerate mode, and if the frequency of this mode is well 
separated from those of the other modes, then a slight deformation of the· 
boundary wall may not alter appreciably the electromagnetic field configura
tions inside the cavity. In such a case, the Q of the cavity will remain prac
tically unaltered. But if the cavity operates in a degenerate mode, then 
any deformation of the boundary wall in the form of a coupling hole or 
unsymmetrical tuning mechanism, will affect the electromagnetic field 
configurations inside the cavity. This will result in coupling between the 
degenerate modes, and the Q of the cavity will be lowered. 

In cylindrical cavity resonators, the resonant frequencies ftmn for the 
TElmn and TM lmn modes are given by the following expression. 

Ji",,, = ~ [(2Xlm/7TD)2 + (njL)2)i, 

where XI .. represents the m-th root of H(x) = 0 and of II ex) = 0 for the TE 
and TM modes respectively, where 

D = Diameter of the cavity, 
L = Length of the cavity, 
c = Velocity of light. 

* Mr. S. K. Chatterjee is a Lecturer in the Department of Electdca1 Communication 
Engineering, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. 
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The rcsonant frequcncies .ft"" and (11" for the TEol" and TM"" modes are 
identical as Jo' (x) = - J I (x). This is an important case of degeneracy. 
In the case of high Q cavities, such as the echo box, n may vary from I at 
about 1 kmc to 50 at about 50 kme. 

In the design of micro-wave cavities. it is nccessary to select a suitable 
operating area on the mode chart so as to have the largest possible tuning 
range and the minimum number of interfering and cross-over modes. Even, 
if the operating area is properly selected for a cavity operating in the TEol" 
mode at about 9 kmc there are about twelve interfering modes and nine 
cross-over modes including the TM., In and the self interfering TEo. 1. (n+lI 

modes. For a cavity operating at 2bout 25 kmc, the crossing modes are about 
fort yin number with hundreds of interfering modes. Tn or~er that a micro-wave 
cavity may be useful for practical purposes, the unwanted modes should 
he suppressed. This requires a thorough knowledge of their field configura
tions, and suitable technique such as the placing of polyiron disc, water ring, 
etc., at the back of the tuning disc may be employed to damp out the un
desired modes. For a cavity operating in the TEoJn mode, it is rather 
difficult to suppress completely the companion TM lln mode. So,in practice, 
the companion mode is filtered out at the output of the cavity by suitably 
locating the coupling hole at the wall or end-plates of the cavity. 

The above discussion shows that in designing a micro-wave cavity it is 
necessary to know about the changes in Q and resonant frequencies of the 
cavity operating in TEo1n - TMlIn mode when a tuning rod is introduced 
into the cavity. The case of TM1Jn mode will be considered in detail and 
the case ofTE.,,, will be menliou.ed briefly for comparison. The case ofTEOI " 

mode has been treated elsewhere' in connection with the study of the effects 
of perturbation caused by the introduction cf a dielectric rod into a cylindrical 
cavity. The properties of micro-wave cavities of certain simple geometry 
have been theoretically investigated by severa] authors", 3.' The effects of 
perturbation caused by the deformation of the boundary wall of a cavity 
have also been studied by some authors." G, 7, S, 9 

FIELD COMPONENTS IN A CYLINDRICAL CAVITY (TMll " MODE) 

Consider the case of a right circular cylinder type of cavity and assume 
that the tangential components E .. n of the electric fi.eld and the normal com
ponent Hno. of tile magnetic field vanish at the boundary surfaces. Then 
the normal mode fields in a completely losslcss cavity excited in TM'tnn mode 
arc giveu as follows. 'o 
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by = - 'l 1/ (k,r) cos Ie sin k3Z 

Eo = I ka J, (k!!J sin Ie sin k.z 
k k,r 

E, = 'k' Jl (k,r) cos /e cos k3Z 

H= y 

Ho= 

- l~) sin /e cos kaz 
K[r 

- J/ (kIr) cos 18 cos ksz 

z 

m >0 

- -;lJ'-

I 

L 

I 

I 

I 
1L.Jo~_-,* __ ..lk._ 

I I 

;,""-----D-----.." 
I I 

where k3 = mr/L, k = 2",/>', also k" = k/ + k.'. 
7a 

(1) 
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In the case of TMll" mode k, = .1Cll /R and the expressions in (I) reduce 
to the following: 

Ey = - ~ J,' (k,I") cos e sin k.z 

Ee = k,l' _~!.~k,r) sin e sin k z 
K k,I" 3 

E. = t J, (k,r) cos 0 cos ksZ 

H, = - !L
k
(l<:0 sin e cos ksz 
,/" 

He = -J,' (k,r) cos e cos kcz 

Hz=O 

FREQUENCY SHIFT OF THE CA VITI' 

(2) 

If an ideal cavity of volume V is designated by 1. and by 2 when it i, 
slightly deformed by the introduction of a cylindrical metallic rod of volume 
'V, then the change l:!.f in the re,:onance frequency f of the ideal cavity due to 
this deformation is given by the following expression." 

where, 

fCE,2 -H12)dv 

t= ~r)--E,;dV·-- (3) 

(1) 

J = integral O'ier that part of the volume of the cavity (1) which 
(1)-(2) 

is not present in (2) 

J = integral over the volllm~ of the cavity (1). E, and H, represent 
i<) 

the amplitudes of the electric and magnetic fields respectively. 

Equation (3) has been deduced on the assumption that the field configura
tions inside the perturbed cavity remains unaltered from that of the ideal 
cavity. The error introduced by this assumption can be shown to be very 
small. 

If the cylindrical rod of ,radius a is introduced to a depth d into the 
cavity of radius R, then we get from equation (2) the following expressions: 
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do 11 271'" 

f Ee'dll = ~: f f f r Jl~-;\~P sin' 8 sin' k,z dr d8 dz 
1;1 I) (J () , 

_ 7Tka 2 [d sin 2k,d] • 
- -2k'k, ' :2 -- 4k; . [Jo (k,a) + J,'(k,a») (5) 

(j a 271" 

fE.'dv=~~f f fI'J,2(k1r)cos 2 8cos2k3zdrdBdz 
to 0 (). 0 

Similarly, 

,f H;d" = - ik~' [t + Si~~:,dJ [Jo' (kja) + J,' (k,a») (7) 

and 

f H 'd [d + sin 2k3d] [(a' 1, 1) J 2 (k ) e v = 7f 2 -4k-;;-- 2: - 2k,' T k, . 0 10 . 

as J, (xu) = 0 and sil1 2k3L = 0, 

(8) 

, (9) 

For small values of d, al1d neglecting powers of sine higher than the third, 
we get the following expressiOl1 for the frequency shifts 1::,/ from equations 
(3) to (9) 

·(~fi:) = (~=~)H_(~_,aHf~ -=g:!!.'.~k(,a)-(Djk,al!o_i'Elq)'!'!J_"--f!) (lP) 
TM~l" LEJa Xu 



where, 
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B =7T(d-jk3'd3)(~~ k2 + 1) 

C=17(d -tk"d3)(~ - J,.) 
'k 2 

D=
17a,l (d-tk"'d3

) 

If u -+ R, equation (10) reduces to 

(N) _ (A':::-ll) JO~(:':112 = A - B 
7 ..... R- LE Jo' (XlI) LE 

as J I (Xli) = O. 

(11) 

If d ....... L, we get the following expression for III from equations (3) to (9) 

(Y) = L~=B)!o'Q(J<1)+0' -<;D},\(A!,!l-:-:(D'lk,a) Jo(k,a)J](k,a)(l2) 
I a-H LE 10 (X11) .. 

as sin 2k,d = 0 when d--+L 

where, 

The frequency shift for the cavity operating in the TED!" mode is found as 
follows by utilising the field components,'· equation (3) and adopting the 
same procedure as above, and neglecting powers of sine higher than the 
third ,I 
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[VIo'(x.,)]· If = f _V(1_~1T2~:d') [Io-C:lt) + J,.(xIt)] 
+ [A ~ (1 _ ~ ",.211~~2) (~1T' _ 1T'n') 

81" 3 L' X'- I- V 

- v (X.Ol ~ )'J . [~oJx.,a/RJ J, (x.la/R) J l 
2 R 2" (xo,a7R) :- I 

If a -+ R equation (13) reduces to 

(!=!) = -11 (1- ~ ""n'd') I .... R V 3 L' 

as - 10' (x.,) = J, (x.,) = O. 

(13) 

(14; 

If d -+ L, then by utilising the expressions for the field components'· for 
the TE.,,, mode and equation (3) it can be shown that " 

(!:f) = _ O'958A2tJ , Jo (x.1alRn, (x,daIR) : 
I H, 1T'aRV Jo' 0·.,) ,.' (15) 

The negative sign for AI in equations (14) and (15) indicates a decrease in 
the resonant frequency. ' . 

MAJ{[MUM ENERGY STORED IN THE ELECTRIC FIELD OF THE CAVITY 

(TMl1,. MODE) 

The energy stored in the electric field per unit volum~ is ! .E', where ~ 
may be considered as unity when the dielectric is air. Let it be assumed 
that the boundary wall of the cavity is perfectly conducting and that the field 
components (equation 2) remain unaltered when there is slight deformation 
of the cavity caused by the introduction of tbe rod. Then the maxiinum 
energy WE stored in the electric ,field of the loaded cayity is obtained as 
follows: ' 

A "L . _ 

WE=![~:J f J r [J,'(k,:)]'cOS' e sin' kazdrd8dz 
, •• 6=0_.111-. _ " 

R 2W' L 

+~: f f J r J~,~~~r) sin' e sin' k.z dT de dz 
• 0 • 

R 2" r.. 

+ ~: f J J r 1,' (k,r) cos' e cos' k"z dr de d~ ] 
• • • 

L [1TRO ... k." 'Ttk.'] J • ( ) = 14 T - k"k;! + k'k, 0 xu, 
(16) 
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POY'ER ~OST IN THE LOADED CAVITY (TMlln MODE) 

The average power P,. absorbed by the cylindrical wall per unit length is 
found as follows by setting R hn = He and using the Poynting vector. 

p = 1; " hlP, rLf2~ [J,' (k r)]" 2 cos' e cos' k z dz dO 
"1' ... 'V (l' • l 3 

z=O fJ::=:/O 

= 71!l= A./,r: J.2 (x,,) (17) 

as .11 (xIJ = O. 

Power lost Po in both the end plates is obtained as follows by setting 

P, = 2 f.~ .J1! f f; [.1,' (kIr)] 2 cos' e cos' k"z dr dB 
:1'=0 (j=e 

= 71 Nfl: {R2 _I. +!} .10 ' (x 1) 
'" (T 2 k, 2 k, 1 

(18) 

as cos k3Z = 1 at z = 0 or z = Land .1, (X'I) = O. 

Similarly, the power Py' absorbed by the cylindrical rod per unit length is 
given by the following expression: 

Ii :tr 

P/ = t J"f: J Ja [J t ' (k,r)] 2 cos2 8 cos2 k 3,z dz dB 
.""0 (j=o . . 

(19) 

Q OF THE CAVITY 

The 103d((\ Q (Q2) of the cavity is defined as follows: 

Q2= wP'-+;'~-+-p· 
J" r Z 

(20) 

So the loaded Q for the TM'l4l mod~ js given from equations (16) to (20) 
as f<;ll!ows; " 
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(Q.)TM.,.= 

[R2 k '( 1 1 _________ :~,,~_2- -_~2 iCC~)J!·2(XlJ) (21) 

-r[{R'+ RL 2 (1 1)}J2( )+a('iI Sill2k.d), ] 
VI" -2 -Ii, k, - 0 XlI :2 2+ 4k.- [J,(k,a)j' 

The unloaded Q (Q,) for the TMll" mode can besimilarJy found to be as 
fonows: 

_ Lviifu [r -~: (~2 - Ie') ] 
(Q,hM". - ~iiTfR~+ ;1:- - ~ (k -1) n (22) 

The loaded Q of the cavity operating in the TEo", mode is found as follows 
by adopting the same procedure as outlined elsewhere' when the perturbation 
is caused by the insertion of a dielectric rod. 

V v'1Tf~JV2(X.,) . 
(Q) --- --------- -,TE".- \2.;- [3-672L J2 ( )' 1Tn'R'J,( )+7'342a(d _Sln2ksd)J.(x.,Q 

. 1\ -VI' --;;:R- 0 XOJ T 2L' 0 X., 1TR'- '2 ~ 0 R 

The unloaded Q (Q,) is similarly given as follows: 

V v1?u (24) 
(Q')TE,," = _ [3 -672L 1Tn2R'] 

).2 VJL ---;;:R + 2L2 

When d-+L, equation(21) reduces to 

. ;- [R' k.' ( I 1 )] J • ( ) 
L v1Tfu Y -7(2 k,'-", 0 Xl1 (25) 

(Q')l'M". -+ _ [~{ -=RL,----,;2 (1 )}, aL, '1 VJL R2 + 2 - k, '" -1 Jo (x11) + "4 [J, (k,a)1 .J 

and equation (23) reduces to 
(Q) V v1Tfo- J02 (x.,) (: 

, TEo", -+ ~---[-T-672L --;----;rn'R 2 , 7 -342aL J ,(XOIa)] 
.\' VJL ~. Jo (XO,) + 2V'- Jo (x.,) + 2".R' 0 R 

If a -+ R equation (21) reduces to 

LV+ [~. - ~ (~- i,)] 
(Q~hM'" -+--- _ [{ RL. 2 (1. )} R (d + sin 2k.a)] YJL R' + T-k~ IS-I +2 '2 4k~. 

(27) 
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and equation (23) rednces to 
V y;;fo-

(Q,hH".->- . -[3'672L 7l'I'l2R' -7'342'(-;( slil2k-;d)"', 
,\2 Yf'-;R + 2LT + -;:rR- :2 - -'!I,;- . 

(28) 

DISCUSSION 

The accuracy of the relations given in (10) and (13) depends on tt.c degree 
of the validity of the assumption that the field configurations inside the 
perturbed cavity is the same as that in the ideal cavity. The error introduced 
due to this assumption can be showh5 to be of the order of 
[(I/QJ + Af/<f ± At)] and this is extremely small. It has been futiler 
assumed in deducing the relations that the cavity is oscillating only in a 
singular mode. The accuracy of the relations, therefore, will depend on to 
what extent the secondary modes have been suppressed. It is expected that 
the relations will hold good in practice, so long as, a ~ Rand d ~ L 
and the cavity is designed to operate in the desired mode free from other 
extraneous modes. 

) When d->-L, ,the simple cavity reduces to the case of a coaxial cavity, 
. and the field components involve z functions, instead of the simple Bessel 
functions of the first kind. The results given in equations (12) and (15) are 
therefore approximate and may not agree well with experimental results. 

It is evident from the expressions (10) and (13) that the percentage 
changes in resonant frequencies for the two modes for the same a'and d will 
be different. The following case will illustrate this. If n = 3, d = 0·1 cm., 
a = 0·1 cm.,'\ = 3 em., R;= 2·616 cm., L = 7·366em., andf = 10 kmc, , 
then the percentage change in the resonant frequencies as calculated from 
(10) and (13) are approximately 0 '18 and 0·01 in the TMlln and TEo," modes 
respectively. 

In deriving the relations (~1) and) (23) it has been assumed that the 
boundary wall of the cavity is perfectly conducting and that the field confi
gurations inside the cavity remain unaltered even when the cavity' is loaded. 
The validity of this assumption depends on to what degree the condition i 

,,>w< 'is satisfied. In the case of microwave cavities, as the inside wrface is 
silvered; this assumption will hold good for all practical purposes so long 
as a ~ Rand d ~ L. For a cavity of the dimensions given· above and 
operating at 3 em., and for a and d equal to 0·1 cm., the percentage changes 
in Q with respect to the unloaded. Q for the 'two. modes are inappreciable. 
But if a alld d are increased to 1 em. for the same cavity, the percentage 
changes ir(Q are approximately, 0·23 a,hd 4·4 for TMlln and TEol" mode$ 
respectively as calculatell from expressions (21) to (24), 
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From expressions (22) and (24), it may be shown that for the cavity 
having dimensions given above, the unloaded Q for the TMlln mode is only 
44% of the unloaded Q for the TEo", mode. The Q for the TMlIn mode 
may be further decreased for a cavity desired to operate in the TEoJn mode 
by placing a dissipative material at a suitable position of the cavity. 
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